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Popolari. It was impossible for the fascists to reach Rome
while this area of opposition existed on the frontier. As early
as September i Michele Bianchi had sent a memorandum
to Facta, the prime minister, demanding from the govern-
ment an active policy for the Italianization of the district.
Early in October the fascist forces of Venetia and other
provinces of Northern Italy, led by the deputies, De Stefani,
Giunta, Farinacci3 occupied Trent and Bolzano and forced
the government commissioners, Credaro and Salata, to
resign and clear out. All the fascist demands were at once
agreed to in Rome. The fascist leaders ordered demobiliza-
tion and handed over the headquarters of the Trent deputies,
which they had occupied, to the military authorities. ' At
their request this transfer of authority from fascist squads to
regular troops was accompanied with all the ceremony of
changing guard and saluting colours.3
In the purely political sphere Mussolini had other objec-
tives. Whatever policy circumstances might compel him
to follow, he needed the neutrality, if not the support, of
the monarchy and the army. The relations of fascism with
the monarchy would depend largely on its relations with the
army, since the latter continued deeply loyal to the house of
Savoy. Mussolini was sufficiently contemptuous of the king
to do no more than blackmail him. The Giornale d* Italia had
published a letter by a group of officers who showed their
sympathy with fascism, but at the same time were anxious
about its republican tendency, and declared that they were
prepared to fight for the Crown, even against the fascists.
Mussolini replied in the Popolo d* Italia on August 23 :
* Nobody drags the Crown into our quarrels to-day,
though there are plenty of reasons for doing so. We have
given up stressing the famous republican cc tendency 5>,
and furthermore, Fascism has in many towns—Lucca,
Reggio Emilia, Trieste—paid formal homage to the
king. Wre have banished from our minds the threefold
amnesty to deserters. After which we have the honour to
assert that Fascism follows the wide law, " do ut des".
The Crown is not at stake, so long as it keeps out of the
game. Is that clear ? *

